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An array 01 tactors, 01 a type used in a video-tactile visual 
substitution system, was used to determine two-point 
thresholds lor vibration on the skin 01 the back. In the first 
study simultaneous stimulus presentations using the constant 
stimulus method resulted in a median threshold 0117.8 mm. 
In the second study, both simultaneous and successive 
thresholds were near 11 mm. These results differ Irom c1assicai 
studies using touch caUpers which give simultaneous thresholds 
0168 mm and successive thresholds 0117 mm. 

Early research on two-point skin thresholds showed that 
with the "touch compass" thresholds varied with location on 
the skin, ranging from I mm on the tip of the tongue to 
68 mm on the back and thigh, but tending to decrease toward 
the distal ends of the arms and legs (Woodworth & Schlosberg, 
1954; Vierordt, 1870). The transverse orientation of the 
threshold span on limbs and back resulted in lower thresholds 
than longitudinal orientation (Boring, 1942). The measure
me nt of two-point thresholds was often difficult because of 
Vexirlehler, a phenomenon described as a paradoxical 
sensation of "two" even though only one point is being 
stimulated (Kottonkamp & Ullrich, 1870; Boring, 1942). 
Although there is evidence that judgmental factors intluence 
the prevalence of the phenomenon, there has been a suggestion 
that it represents sensations derived from two cutaneous 
sensory systems (Boring, 1916). 

Much recent research in touch sensitivity has been directed 
towards evaluating stimulus parameters which show the 
usefuiness of the skin as a channel of communication 
supplementary to the auditory and visual systems (Geldard, 
1960; Bliss, 1962). 

Previous studies in this laboratory have indicated that the 
two-point threshold for vibration on the skin of the back was 
weH below the value obtained with the static stimulation of 
the "touch compass." Marked decrease in threshold size with 
practice was observed. Other findings showed only minor 
effects on thresholds from changes in stimulator tip size, 
orientation of the array, orspecific region of the back (Morris, 
Collins, & Bach-y-Rita, 1967). 

TWO-POINT TOUCH THRESHOLDS 
The present study was designed to evaluate two-point 

thresholds for the skin of the back with stimulation from a 
mechanical vibrator designed for use in a larger 400-point 
display. The larger display will be used in an auxiliary "visual" 
input system. By means of a two-dimensional video-tactile 
transducer system, pictorial information from a television 
camera will be projected onto the skin of the back as a 
dynamic image of vibration (Collins, 1967; Bach-y-Rita & 
Collins, 1967). 
Apparatus 

The apparatus consisted of a row of five mechanical1y 
vibrating tactors set into a plastic box. The spacing between 
the five tactors was so arranged that interstimulus distances 
from 10 to 60 mm were available in steps of 10 mm. The 
contact point for each tactor was a plastic hemisphere with 
0.5 mm radius. The contact points were centered in 8-mm 
apertures in a cJear Lucite plate which lay tlat on the skin. The 
vibrating tactQr was in contact with the skin surface for about 
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one-third of its period of excursion. Examined under 
stroboscopic illumination, the tactor was seen to depress the 
skin surface about I mm at maximum. Deformation of the 
skin was limited to the area immediately beneath the aperture, 
with the Lucite plate preventing the spread of traveling ripples 
across the surface of the skin. After reaching the maximum 
point in its excursion, the tactor withdrew from contact, rising 
about 3 mm above the skin surface. The skin, previously 
dimpled, was seen to follow immediately the withdrawing 
tactor and resurne its tlat surface. Thus, the stimulus to the 
skin at the point of contact was not a continuous sinusoid 
movement, but rather aseries of pulses, or "pokes," limited to 
an area 8 mm across. The tactors were driven by 60-cycJe 
house current attenuated further with its own variable 
potentiometer while the overall level for the array could be 
adjusted by means of a variable auto-transformer. 
Method 

Five adult· males were used as Ss. As S lay prone, the tactor 
device was lightly taped high on his back at the level of the 
scapula beginning at a point about I in. from the spine and 
extending lateral1y. The minimum perceptible level of 
vibration intensity was determined, with twice that level being 
used for the threshold observations. The tactor pairs were 
presented in random order using the constant stimulus 
method, with S responding whether he feit one or two points 
being stimulated. Each tactor pair, representing one stimulus 
interval, was presented 24 times. Stimulus intervals used were 
10, 20, 30, and 40 mm. 
Results 

Normal probability functions were fitted to the untrans
formed stimulus values using a modified probit analysis 
procedure (Finney, 1952). The threshold for each S was taken 
to be that stimulus value corresponding to p = 0.50 on the 
best-fit function. Thresholds for individual Ss ranged from 
9.4 mm to 22.6 mm, with a median of 17.8 mm. 

SIMUL T ANEOUS AND SUCCESSIVE 
TWO-POINT TOUCH THRESHOLDS 

Previous research with the touch compass has indicated that 
the two-point threshold for successive stimulation ranges from 
1/4 to 1/3 the value for simultaneous stimulation 
(Woodworth, 1938). This experiment was designed to measure 
thresholds for vibratory stimuli under simultaneous and 
successive presentation. 
Apparatus 

The tactor array used in the previous experiment was 
mounted in the back of a dentist's chair. Stimuli were 
presented with S sitting erect and leaning against the plastic 
face of the tactor array. 
Method 

Two fern ale and three male adults were used as Ss in this 
experiment. Seven stimulus distances were used, ranging from 
o to 60 mm in steps of 10 mm. The stimuli were presented in a 
randomized-blocks sequence, each stimulus being presented 12 
times. S's task was to estimate the perceived distance between 
the two stimulated points. Possible effects of tactor array 
orientation were counterbalanced by reversing the orientation 
of the apparatus midway through the set of observations. 

In the successive-stimuli condition, the first tactor was 
activated for aperiod of I sec followed by al-sec waiting 
interval. Then the second tactor of the pair was activated. 
When the stimulus distance was zero, the same tactor was 
activated. In the simultaneous stimuli condition, both tactors 
were activated at the same time for aperiod of 2 sec. Each S 
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Table I 
Two-Point Thresbolds for Five Ss Under Simultaneous and Successive 

Conditions MiUimeters Separation 

Condition 

Sirnultaneous 
Successive 

CJ 

8.08 
7.25 

RT 

10.50 
13.60 

Subject 

PE 

12.18 
9.69 

TN 

9.07 
7.28 

JS 

16.95 
12.92 

Group 
Mean 

II.36 
10.15 

was used in both the simultaneous and successive conditions. 
Results 

To detennine the two-point threshold from the data, each 
S's responses were divided into two categories, "zero" and 
"not zero." The cumulative proportion of "not zero" 
responses was plotted as a function of stimulus distance. 

Under this set of conditions, Ss frequently made "not zero" 
responses when only one tactor was activated. The proportions 
of these "false alarm" responses ranged from 0.08 to 0.50 with 
a median of 0.25 over the five Ss. In order to compare the 
results with the previous experiment, the threshold propor
tions were transfonned using the "correction for guessing" 
fonnula: p' = (p - c)/(l - c), where p' is the transfonned 
proportion, p is the observed proportion, and c is the 
proportion of "not zero" responses at the zero stimulus level. 
The transfonned proportion, p', ranges between zero and one, 
with the threshold defined as that stimulus corresponding to 
p' =0.50. 

Cumulative nonnal prob ability functions were fitted to the 
"corrected" threshold data using a probit analysis method 
with untransfonned stimulus values (Finney, 1952). Table I 
gives the obtained thresholds for each S under the two 
stimulus conditions. Mean threshold over Ss for simultaneous 
presentation was 11.36 mm, while mean threshold for 
successive presentation was 10.15 mm. The difference between 
simultaneous and successive presentations was not statistically 
significant in the analysis of variance, with the obtained 
F = 1.02. 

DlSCUSSION 
The two-point threshold distances for simultaneously 

presented vibratory stimuli are considerably less than those 
reported for static two-point calipers. In fact, the thresholds 
approximate those obtained when the caliper points are 
touched successively, as in the so-called "error of localization" 
experiment (Boring, 1942). In addition, there was no 
reduction in thresholds when vibratory stimuli were presented 
successively. 

The results of the experiment were at variance with 
two-point thresholds for vibration reported by Geldard to be 
"many times greater" than those for static touch (Geldard, 
1961). Differences in the nature of the vibratory stimuli used 
in Geldard's laboratory and those used in this laboratory may 
account for the difference in the magnitude of the thresholds 
obtained. The tactors used in the experiments reported by 

Geldard were in constant contact with the skin under 100 g 
pressure. Vibration from one tactor. in setting up traveling 
ripples across the skin. tended to generate false localizations as 
the ripples moved against other inactive tactors. Since the 
tactors touched the skin under constant pressure, it is possible 
that adaptation had reduced sensitivity so that most of the 
remaining localization sense was derived from deeper tissues 
(Geldard, 1961). 

The failure of these experiments to dem on strate a 
difference between simultaneous arid successive two-point 
vibratory thresholds indicates that such differences using static 
stimuli are likely related to the reaction of the cutaneous 
touch system over time. Inhibitory action of the sort proposed 
by Bekesy (1960), spreading in a wave from the two points of 
contact might be seen as generating a mutual masking effect 
on the touch sensations derived from the two points. The 
touched points could then be sensed as "two" only at a 
distance beyond the radius of effective inhibitory action. 
However, two vibrating stimuli presented as discrete "pokes" 
(as in the action of this laboratory's system) might be of 
sufficiently short duration that the inhibitory wave could not 
become fully developed, or would be of sm aller magnitude, 
thus generating its masking effect over a shorter range. 
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